HOW TO WIN ENEMIES
A film by Gabriel Lichtmann
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7:00PM at The Wooly (25 SE 2nd Place)
HOW TO WIN ENEMIES
A film by Gabriel Lichtmann

When a shy young Jewish lawyer obsessed with crime novels turns a chance encounter with a beautiful woman into a date ending in his bed, it all seems too good to be true. But things aren’t always what they seem, for as soon as he wakes up he finds his financial savings, and the beautiful woman, gone. Inspired by his favorite detective novels, he is convinced he was set up and begins to look for clues like one of his gumshoe heroes in his beloved books. As he pieces together the puzzle of the grand theft, he realizes that his closest allies may be his biggest enemies. What began as a love story becomes the caper to end all capers in this sexy crowd-pleasing comedy set against the background of Buenos Aires.

Introduction and Q&A by
Dr. Emily Hind

Thursday, Sept 22, 2016 at 7:00PM
The Wooly
25 SE 2nd Place, Gainesville

This event is free and open to the public. For more information: (352) 392-9247